CAREC 2030 Program Results Framework
Sustainable economic development and shared prosperity for the CAREC region

Impact

Economic and Financial
stability

Trade, Tourism, and
Economic Corridors

Infrastructure and
Economic Connectivity

Agriculture and
Water

Increased regional
macroeconomic stability,
improved investment, and
financial integration

Expanded trade,
competitive economic
corridors, and tourism
opportunities

Enhanced economic
connectivity, and
increased sustainability
and resilience of regional
infrastructure

Expanded agricultural
trade, and effective
transboundary water
resource management

Regular policy dialogue
on economic stability
issues institutionalized

National single windows
with improved border
crossing points in place.

Reliable, resilient and
sustainable transportation
systems operational

Regional and global
agricultural value chains
promoted

Pandemic and
noncommunicable
diseases controlled

A forum of regulators
activated to exchange
information and
experience on financial
stability and associated
issues

Economic corridors
successfully developed

Efficient use of energy
increased

Improved management
of river flows and basin
water management

Students and labor
mobility increased to
match employment
opportunities

Establish multi-modal
transport network,
cross-border railway
infrastructure and
services, and strengthen
air connectivity while also
investing in dry and land
ports

Align sanitary and
phytosanitary standards;
and build capacity on
product quality, diversity,
and finance agriculture
infrastructure

Develop an integrated
regional labor market
information system

Outcomes

Outputs

Increased regional
cooperation in education
and health

Improved investment
climate enabled
Design and implement
counter-cyclical policy
responses as appropriate
Promote cross-country
coordination and adopt
relevant financing models
Reduce investor
transaction costs,
improve investment
policies and regulations,
and promote business for
SMEs

CAREC

Tourism services and
infrastructure improved

Human Development

Support policies that
increase cross-border
financial integration and
promote capital flow

Interventions

Exchange data and
intelligence, and develop
common practices to
international standards

Aligning with national
strategies and supporting
SDGs and COP21
Driving
Principles
Source: CAREC Secretariat.

Scale up CAREC
advance transit system
and extend common
information exchange
across customs covering
all trade and transit
transactions
Support post
WTO-accession
commitments
Improve logistics and
cost of production, and
promote regional and
global value chains in
economic corridors

Bridge the gap between
energy supply and
demand by facilitating
cross-border energy trade
Promote energy efficiency
and use of clean energy
technologies

Jointly develop tourism
products and advocate
harmonization of visa
regimes

Expanding operational
priorities selectively

Deepening policy
dialogue based on
CAREC’s standing and
ability to deliver quality
knowledge services

Invest in hydromet
services. Adopt crosscountry ecosystem
approaches for
environmental
conservation of
bioresources
Employ international
best practices in water
management and
transboundary water
resource management

Integrating the role of
the private sector and
civil society

Promote mutual
recognition of
qualifications and quality
assurance
Set up health-related
surveillance systems for
pandemic communicable
diseases
Promote trade in health
services and emedication in the region

Building an open,
inclusive CAREC platform

